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Abstract
Background: The machine-assisted recognition of colorectal cancer has been mainly focused on supervised deep
learning that suffer from a signi�cant bottleneck of requiring massive labeled data. We hypothesize that semi-
supervised deep learning leveraging a small number of labeled data can provide a powerful alternative strategy.

Method: We proposed a semi-supervised model based on mean teacher that provide pathological predictions at
both patch-level and patient-level. We demonstrated the general utility of the model utilizing 13,111 whole slide
images from 8,803 subjects gathered from 13 centers. We compared our proposed method with the prevailing
supervised learning and six pathologists.

Results: with a small amount of labeled training patches (~3,150 labeled, ~40,950 unlabeled or ~6,300
labeled,~37,800 unlabeled), the semi-supervised model performed signi�cantly better than the supervised model
(AUC: 0.90 ± 0.06 vs. 0.84 ± 0.07, P value = 0.02 or AUC: 0.98 ± 0.01 vs 0.92 ± 0.04, P value = 0.0004). Moreover,
we found no signi�cant difference between the supervised model using massive ~44,100 labeled patches and the
semi-supervised model (~6,300 labeled, ~37,800 unlabeled) at patch-level diagnoses (AUC: 0.98 ± 0.01 vs 0.987 ±
0.01, P value = 0.134) and patient-level diagnoses (average AUC: 97.40% vs. 97.96%, P value = 0.117) . Our model
was close to human pathologists (average AUC: 97.17% vs. 96.91%).

Conclusions: We reported that semi-supervised learning can achieve excellent performance through a multi-center
study. We thus suggested that semi-supervised learning has great potentials to build arti�cial intelligence (AI)
platforms, which will dramatically reduce the cost of labeled data and greatly facilitate the development and
application of AI in medical sciences.

Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second most common cause of cancer death in Europe and America. [1–2].
Pathological diagnosis is one of the most authoritative methods for diagnosing CRC [3–4], which requires a
pathologist to visually examine digital full-scale whole slide images (WSI). The challenges stem from the
complexity of WSI including large image sizes (> 10,000 × 10,000 pixels), complex shapes, textures, and
histological changes in nuclear staining [4]. Furthermore, there is a shortage of pathologists worldwide in stark
contrast with the rapid accumulation of WSI data, and the daily workload of pathologists is intensive which could
lead to unintended misdiagnose due to fatigue [5]. Hence, it is crucial to develop diagnosing strategies that are
effective yet of low cost by leveraging recent AI development.

Deep learning provides an exciting opportunity to support and accelerate pathological analysis [6,25], including
lung [7–8], breast [9–10], and skin cancers [11–12]. Progress has been made in applying deep learning to CRC
including classi�cation [13], tumor cell detection [14–15, 26], and outcome prediction [16–18]. For example, we
have developed a recognition system for CRC using a supervised learning, which achieved one of highest
diagnosis accuracies [19]. However, our earlier method was built upon learning from 62,919 labeled patches from
842 subjects, which were carefully selected and extensively labeled by pathologists.

While supervised learning with massive labeled data can achieve high diagnostic accuracy, the reality is that we
often have only a small amount of labeled data and a much larger amount of unlabeled data. Only very few
studies have investigated if semi-supervised learning, a method that leverages both labeled and unlabeled data,
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can be applied to achieve satisfactory accuracy in patient level pathology diagnosis. For example, on a small
data set of 115 WSIs, a semi-supervised method can achieve high accuracy only at the patch level [23]. However,
to our knowledge, the CRC recognition system of semi-supervised models has not been extensively validated on
patient level dataset from multiple centers to assess the general utility of semi-supervised learning. How to
translate the patch-level prediction to WSI and patient level diagnosis is not trivial, and the patient -level diagnosis
is required in clinical applications of any AI system.

To �ll this gap, we used 13,111 WSIs collected from 8,803 subjects from 13 centers to develop a semi-supervised
model. We evaluated the model by comparing its performance with that of prevailing supervised learning and
also with that of professional pathologists. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

(1) We evaluated different CRC recognition methods based on semi-supervised and supervised learning at the
patch-level and patient-level respectively. This large-scale evaluation showed that accurate CRC recognition is
feasible with a high degree of reliability even when the number of labeled data is limited.

(2) We found that semi-supervised model performed better than supervised model when only a small number of
labeled patches(~3,150)was available (assume a large number of unlabeled patches (e.g., ~ 40,950) available,
which was often the case in practice). When ~ 6,300 labeled and ~ 37,800 unlabeled patches were used for semi-
supervised training, there was no signi�cant difference between the obtained semi-supervised model and the
supervised model on ~ 44,100 labeled patches. This �nding holds for CRC recognition at both the patch level and
patient level.

(3) We reported that semi-supervised model (~ 6,300 labeled, ~ 37,800 unlabeled training patches) can match the
accuracy of pathologists. Our study thus indicated that medical AI systems can be successfully deployed based
on semi-supervised learning, and thus will dramatically reduce the amount of labeled data required in practice, to
greatly facilitate the development and application of AI in medical sciences.

Results
We trained and tested our method utilizing CRC datasets from multiple centers (Fig. 1, Table 1). Brie�y, we divided
each WSI into thousands of patches. At the patch level, we applied a semi-supervised learning strategy called the
mean teacher [21], where a teacher network provided pseudo labels for unlabeled images participating in training.
At the WSI and patient level, we applied a cluster-based and positive sensitivity strategy to achieve CRC diagnosis
for patients as we did recently [19]. Refer to Supplementary A for details of methodology.

Semi-supervised vs supervised recognition at patch level

The 62,919 patches in Dataset-PATT (Table 2) were used for patch-level training and testing. For simplicity, we
used SSL, SL to represent semi-supervised and supervised learning methods, and a numerical number to
represent the proportion of labels of the total 62,919 patches which led to the �ve models described as follows.
Model-5%-SSL and model-10%-SSL were trained on 5% (~ 3,150) and 10% (~ 6,300) labeled patches, respectively,
where the remained patches (~ 40,950 and ~ 37,800) were used, but their labels were ignored. Model-5%-SL
(supervised learning) and model-10%-SL were trained on the same labeled patches only with model-5%-SSL and
model-10%-SSL respectively, without using the remained patches (as unlabeled). Model-70%-SL used ~ 44,100
labeled training patches (70% of 62,919). Refer to Table 3 for details.
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The AUC and 75% con�dence interval were shown in Table 4 and Figure 2. With a very small amount (~ 3,150) of
labeled training patches, model-5%-SSL (with ~40,950 unlabeled patches) was superior to model-5%-SL (AUC
(Area Under the Curve): 0.90 ± 0.06 vs. 0.84 ± 0.07, P value = 0.02 ). With the availability of ~6,300 labeled and
~37,800 unlabeled patches, the model-10%-SSL was also signi�cantly better than model-10%-SL (AUC: 0.98 ±
0.01 vs. 0.92 ± 0.04, P value = 0.0004).

The performance of model-10%-SSL (with ~6,300 labeled and ~37,800 unlabeled training patches) had no
signi�cant difference with that of the model-70%-SL (with ~44,100 labeled training patches) (AUC: 0.98 ± 0.01 vs.
0.987 ± 0.01, P value = 0.134). Visual inspection (Supplementary Figure 2) con�rmed that that model-10%-SL
failed to identify the pixels of cancer in the patches, while the pixels of cancer identi�ed by model-10%-SSL and
model-70%-SL were highly matched.

Patient-level CRC recognition

To test whether the above conclusion at patch-level still holds at patient level, we further conducted comparisons
using Dataset-PT. As illustrated in Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 2, we found that model-10%-SSL had a
signi�cant improvement over model-10%-SL (Average AUC: 97.40% vs. 81.88%, P value = 0.0022) on patient-level
prediction in the multi-centers scenario. The average AUC of model-10%-SSL was slightly lower than, but
comparable to, that of model-70%-SL (Average AUC: 97.40% vs. 97.96%, P value = 0.117). Among the 7 datasets
(XH-dataset-PT, XH-dataset-HAC, PCH, TXH, FUS, SWH, TCGA, 11,290 WSIs), the AUC difference of model-10%-
SSL and model-70%-SL was smaller than 1.6%. In particular, on the largest dataset, XH-dataset-PT (10,003 WSIs),
the AUCs of model-10%-SSL and model-70%-SL were close with 98.41% vs. 99.16%. On the HPH, SYU, CGH and
AMU (501 WSIs), the AUCs of model-10%-SSL were even higher than that of model-70%-SL.

In the data from GPH, and ACL (392 WSIs), the performance of model-10%-SSL was lower than that of model-
70%-SL (AUC DIFF > 2.22%). It is worth noting that model-10%-SSL generally achieved good sensitivity, which
proved practically useful for the diagnosis of CRC. Visual inspection in Supplementary Fig. 3 showed the cancer
patches identi�ed by model-10%-SSL and model-70%-SL were the true cancer locations on WSIs.

Human-AI competition

To evaluate the model performances for practical clinical applications, we recruited six pathologists with 1–
18 years of independent experience (Supplementary Table 3). They independently reviewed 1,634 WSIs from 10
data centers (Dataset-HAC, Fig. 4).

We ranked pathologists, model-10%-SSL and model-70%-SL. The average AUC of model-10%-SSL was 97.17%,
ranked at the 5th, which was close to the average AUC of pathologists (96.91%). The sensitivity of model-10%-
SSL was 97.68%, showing an excellent detection ability of cancer (Supplementary Table 5).

Discussion
Accurately diagnosing CRC requires years of training, leading to a global shortage of pathologists [2]. Almost all
existing computer-assisted diagnosis models currently relies on massive labeled data with supervised learning
approach, but manual labeling is usually time-consuming and costly. This leads to an increasing interest in
building an accurate diagnosis system with far less labeled data plus the ever-increasing unlabeled data.
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In this study, we developed a semi-supervised learning method for CRC diagnosis, and evaluated its performance
using an extensive collection of WSIs across 13 medical centers. On this large data set, we conducted a range of
comparison of CRC recognition performance among semi-supervised learning, supervised learning and six
human pathologists, at both patch level and patient level.

We demonstrated that semi-supervised learning outperformed supervised learning at patch-level recognition when
only a small amount of labeled and large amounts of unlabeled data were available. In our previous study [19],
we used 62,919 labeled patches from 842 WSIs, which achieved accurate patch-level recognition. When semi-
supervised learning was used as demonstrated in this study, only about a tenth (6,300) of those many labeled
patches plus 37,800 unlabeled patches were used to achieve similar AUC to [19] (i.e. model-70%-SL).

We also conducted extensive testing of three models for patient level prediction on 12 centers (Dataset-PT). Just
like the patch level, at the patient level, the semi-supervised model outperformed the supervised model when a
small number of labeled patches was available, and close to the supervised model when using a large number of
labeled patches. The AUC of model-10%-SL was 96.44%, perhaps because both the testing data and training data
were from XH-Dataset-PT.

However, using the data from 12 centers, the average AUC of model-10%-SL was dramatically reduced to 81.88%
from 96.44% in XH-Dataset-PT. This result showed that when training data and testing data were not the same
source, the generalization performance of model-10%-SL was signi�cantly reduced. The cancerous prediction of
model-10%-SL cannot be extended to other centers. Moreover, many cancerous patches predicted by model-10%-
SL was deviated from true cancer locations in a WSI (Supplementary Fig. 3).

When a large number of unlabeled patches was added for model-10%-SSL, the generalization performance
across centers can be maintained, where there was no signi�cant difference when comparing with model-70%-SL
using massive labeled patches. These results showed that when labeled patches were seriously insu�cient, using
unlabeled data can greatly improve the generalization ability across different data sets. The patient-level results
indicated that with semi-supervised learning, we may not need as much labeled data as in supervised learning.
Since it is well known that unlabeled medical data are relatively easy to obtain, it is of great importance and with
an urgent need to develop semi-supervised learning methods.

We compared the diagnosis of six pathologists from our semi-supervised model. We found that our semi-
supervised model reached an average AUC of pathologists, which was approximately equivalent to a pathologist
with �ve years of clinical experience. The Human-AI competition in this regard thus showed that it was feasible to
build an expert-level method for clinical practice based on semi-supervised learning approach.

In practice, the exact amount of the data that needs to be labeled is generally unknown. Nonetheless, as shown in
our experiments, it is an alternative low-cost approach to conduct semi-supervised training with a small amount
of labeled data plus a large amount of unlabeled data. Hence, it is an effective strategy to wisely utilize all data
so that a small amount of data is �rst labeled to build a baseline model based on a semi-supervised learning. If
the results are not satisfactory for this baseline model, the amount of labeled data should be increased. This
strategy is feasible since as expected, semi-supervised learning requires a much smaller number of labeled data
to achieve the same performance compared with a supervised learning method.
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Although studies have shown that semi-supervised learning achieved nice results in tasks like natural image
processing [22], semi-supervised learning has not been widely evaluated for analyzing pathological images. It is
unclear whether existing semi-supervised methods can overcome the limitation of insu�cient labeled
pathological images. Our work con�rmed that unlabeled data could improve CRC recognition. As demonstrated in
our study, semi-supervised learning has excellent potentials to overcome the bottleneck of insu�cient labeled
data as in many medical domains.

Conclusion
Currently, patient-level computer-assisted CRC diagnosis is solely based on supervised learning, which requires a
large number of labeled data to achieve good performance. In this study, we applied a semi-supervised method
and extensively evaluated its performance on multi-center datasets. We demonstrated that semi-supervised
learning with a small number of labeled data achieved comparable prediction accuracy as that of supervised
learning with massive labeled data and that of experienced pathologists. This study thus supported potential
applications of semi-supervised learning to develop medical AI systems.
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Tables
Table 1. Datasets used from multi-center data sources

PATT: patch-level training and test.  PAT: independent patch-level test.  PT: patient-level test.  HAC: human-AI competition.  XH-dataset-PAT: XH data

in dataset-PAT.   XH-dataset-HAC: XH data in dataset-HAC.

NCT-UMM: https://zenodo.org/record/1214456#.XV2cJeg3lhF. The TCGA data were downloaded at https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/.

https://zenodo.org/record/1214456#.XV2cJeg3lhF
https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/
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Table 2. Dataset-PATT and Dataset-PAT

Dataset Cancer Non-cancer Total

subjects slides patches subjects slides patches subjects slides patches  

Dataset-
PATT

614 614 30056 228 228 32863 842 842 62919  

Dataset-
PAT

NA NA 14,317 NA NA 85,683 NA 86 100,000  

Total >614 >614 44,373 >228 >228 118,546 >842 928 162,919  

Table 3. Training and testing sets for patch-level models

Model Dataset-PATT (training) Dataset-PATT (test) Dataset-PAT

Cancer Non-
cancer

unused
label

cancer Non-
cancer

cancer Non-
cancer

 

Model-5%-SSL 5% 5%a 65%d 30% 30% 14317 85683

Model-10%-
SSL

10% 10%b 60%e 30% 30% 14317 85683

Model-5%-SL 5% 5% a - 30% 30% 14317 85683

Model-10%-SL 10% 10% b - 30% 30% 14317 85683

Model-70%-SL 70% 70%c - 30% 30% 14317 85683

                           

a-e: About 3,150, 6,300, 44,100, 40,950, 37,800 patches from 5%-60% patients, and there are no too many patches
extracted from any patient.

Table 4. AUC and 75% Con�dence interval of two test sets
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a: Wilcoxon signed rank test

Figures
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Figure 1

The �ow chart of the study. (a) Semi-supervised and supervised training are performed on Dataset-PATT. (b) The
patch-level test of �ve models on Dataset-PAT. (c) The patient-level test used Dataset-PT. The heatmap shows the
cancer locations in WSI.
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Figure 2

The AUC distribution of �ve models at patch level on two datasets.
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Figure 3

Patient-level comparison on twelve independent datasets. Left: Radar maps illustrating the sensitivity, speci�city,
and AUC. Right: Boxplots showing the distribution of sensitivity, speci�city, accuracy, and AUC in these datasets.
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Figure 4

AUC comparison of in the Human-AI contest using Dataset-HAC. Colored lines indicate the AUCs achieved by
three models and six pathologists (A-F).
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